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7s start PH- 

PHAETON AEHNOPT light carriage [n -S] 

PHALANX AAHLNPX formation of infantry in ancient Greece [n -ES] 

PHALLIC ACHILLP pertaining to phallus (penis (male organ of copulation)) [adj] 

PHALLUS AHLLPSU penis (male organ of copulation) [n -LLI, -ES] 

PHANTOM AHMNOPT something existing in appearance only [n -S] 

PHARAOH AAHHOPR ruler of ancient Egypt [n -S] 

PHARMAS AAHMPRS PHARMA, pharmaceutical company [n] 

PHARMER AEHMPRR one who participates in pharming (production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals) [n -S] 

PHARYNX AHNPRXY section of digestive tract [n -NGES, -ES] 

PHASEAL AAEHLPS PHASE, to plan or carry out by phases (distinct stages of development) [adj] 

PHASERS AEHPRSS PHASER, type of science-fiction weapon [n] 

PHASING AGHINPS PHASE, to plan or carry out by phases (distinct stages of development) [v] 

PHASMID ADHIMPS tropical insect [n -S] 

PHATTER AEHPRTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

PHELLEM EEHLLMP layer of plant cells [n -S] 

PHENATE AEEHNPT salt of carbolic acid [n -S] 

PHENOLS EHLNOPS PHENOL, caustic compound [n] 

PHENOMS EHMNOPS PHENOM, person of extraordinary ability or promise [n] 

PHENOXY EHNOPXY containing radical derived from phenol [adj] 

PHENYLS EHLNPSY PHENYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

PHILTER EHILPRT to put under spell of love potion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PHILTRA AHILPRT PHILTRUM, indentation between upper lip and nose [n] 

PHILTRE EHILPRT to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PHISHED DEHHIPS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHISHER EHHIPRS one that phishes (to engage in phishing) [n -S] 

PHISHES EHHIPSS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHIZZES EHIPSZZ PHIZZ, phiz (face or facial expression) [n] 

PHLEGMS EGHLMPS PHLEGM, thick mucus secreted in air passages [n] 

PHLEGMY EGHLMPY resembling phlegm (thick mucus secreted in air passages) [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

PHLOEMS EHLMOPS PHLOEM, complex plant tissue [n] 

PHLOXES EHLOPSX PHLOX, flowering plant [n] 

PHOBIAS ABHIOPS PHOBIA, obsessive or irrational fear [n] 

PHOBICS BCHIOPS PHOBIC, one affected with phobia [n] 

PHOCINE CEHINOP pertaining to seals [adj] 

PHOEBES BEEHOPS PHOEBE, small bird [n] 

PHOEBUS BEHOPSU sun [n -ES] 

PHOENIX EHINOPX mythical bird [n -ES] 

PHONATE AEHNOPT to produce speech sounds [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PHONEME EEHMNOP unit of speech [n -S] 

PHONERS EHNOPRS PHONER, one who calls someone on telephone [n] 

PHONEYS EHNOPSY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

PHONICS CHINOPS science of sound [n PHONICS] 

PHONIED DEHINOP PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PHONIER EHINOPR PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

PHONIES EHINOPS PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 
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PHONILY HILNOPY in phony (not genuine or real) manner [adv] 

PHONING GHINNOP PHONE, to telephone [v] 

PHONONS HNNOOPS PHONON, quantum of vibrational energy [n] 

PHORATE AEHOPRT insecticide [n -S] 

PHORESY EHOPRSY symbiotic relationship between some arthropods and fishes [n -SIES]  

PHOTICS CHIOPST science of light [n PHOTICS] 

PHOTINO HINOOPT hypothetical elementary particle [n -S] 

PHOTOED DEHOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v] 

PHOTOGS GHOOPST PHOTOG, one who takes photographs [n] 

PHOTONS HNOOPST PHOTON, elementary particle [n] 

PHRASAL AAHLPRS pertaining to group of two or more associated words [adj] 

PHRASED ADEHPRS PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

PHRASES AEHPRSS PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

PHRATRY AHPRRTY tribal unit among primitive peoples [n -RIES] 

PHREAKS AEHKPRS PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls [v] 

PHRENIC CEHINPR pertaining to mind [adj] 

PHRENSY EHNPRSY to frenzy (to make frantic) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PHYLLOS HLLOPSY PHYLLO, very thin pastry dough [n] 

PHYSEDS DEHPSSY PHYSED, physical education [n] 

PHYSICS CHIPSSY PHYSIC, to treat with medicine [v] 

PHYSIOS HIOPSSY PHYSIO, physiotherapist [n] 

PHYTANE AEHNPTY chemical compound [n -S] 

PHYTINS HINPSTY PHYTIN, calcium-magnesium salt [n] 

PHYTOID DHIOPTY resembling plant [adj] 

PHYTOLS HLOPSTY PHYTOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

PHYTONS HNOPSTY PHYTON, structural unit of plant [n] 

 

7s contain -PH- 

ACALEPH AACEHLP jellyfish [n -E, -S] 

AGRAPHA AAAGHPR sayings of Jesus not found in Bible [n AGRAPHA] 

ALPHORN AHLNOPR wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n -S] 

ALPHYLS AHLLPSY ALPHYL, univalent radical [n] 

AMPHORA AAHMOPR narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n -E, -S] 

ANAPHOR AAHNOPR word or phrase that takes reference from preceding word or phrase [n -S] 

APHAGIA AAAGHIP inability to swallow [n -S] 

APHASIA AAAHIPS loss of ability to use words [n -S] 

APHASIC AACHIPS aphasiac (one suffering from aphasia) [n -S] 

APHESIS AEHIPSS loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [n -SES] 

APHETIC ACEHIPT APHESIS, loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [adj] 

APHIDES ADEHIPS APHIS, aphid (any of family of small, soft-bodied insects) [n] 

APHONIA AAHINOP loss of voice [n -S] 

APHONIC ACHINOP one affected with aphonia [n -S] 

APHOTIC ACHIOPT lacking light [adj] 

APHTHAE AAEHHPT APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [n] 

APHYLLY AHLLPYY state of being leafless (having no leaves) [n -LLIES] 

ASPHALT AAHLPST to coat with asphalt (substance used for paving and roofing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ASPHYXY AHPSXYY asphyxia (unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen) [n -XIES] 

ATROPHY AHOPRTY to waste away [v -HIED, -ING, -HIES] 

CALIPHS ACHILPS CALIPH, Muslim leader [n] 

CAMPHOL ACHLMOP borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

CAMPHOR ACHMOPR volatile compound [n -S] 

CEPHEID CDEEHIP giant star [n -S] 

CERIPHS CEHIPRS CERIPH, serif (fine line used to finish off main stroke of letter) [n] 

CIPHERS CEHIPRS CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CIPHONY CHINOPY electronic scrambling of voice transmissions [n -NIES] 

CYPHERS CEHPRSY CYPHER, to cipher (to solve problems in arithmetic) [v] 

DAPHNES ADEHNPS DAPHNE, flowering shrub [n] 

DAPHNIA AADHINP minute crustacean [n -S] 

DAUPHIN ADHINPU eldest son of French king [n -S] 

DELPHIC CDEHILP ambiguous (uncertainty of meaning) [adj] 

DIPHASE ADEHIPS having two phases [adj] 

DOLPHIN DHILNOP marine mammal [n -S] 

EDAPHIC ACDEHIP pertaining to soil [adj] 

EPHEBES BEEEHPS EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPHEBIC BCEEHIP EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [adj] 

EPHEBOI BEEHIOP EPHEBOS, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n] 

EPHEBOS BEEHOPS ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [n -OI] 

EPHEBUS BEEHPSU young man of ancient Greece [n -BI] 

EPHEDRA ADEEHPR desert shrub [n -S] 

EPHORAL AEHLOPR EPHOR, magistrate of ancient Greece [adj] 

EUPHONY EHNOPUY pleasant sound [n -NIES] 

EUPHROE EEHOPRU device used to adjust shipboard awning [n -S] 

GLYPHIC CGHILPY GLYPH, ornamental groove [adj] 

GONOPHS GHNOOPS GONOPH, ganef (thief (one that steals (steal))) [n] 

GOPHERS EGHOPRS GOPHER, burrowing rodent [n] 

GRAPHED ADEGHPR GRAPH, to represent by means of diagram [v] 

GRAPHIC ACGHIPR product of art of representation [n -S] 

GRUMPHY GHMPRUY grumphie (pig) [n -HIES] 

GRYPHON GHNOPRY griffin (mythological creature) [n -S] 

HOPHEAD ADEHHOP drug addict [n -S] 

HUMPHED DEHHMPU HUMPH, to utter grunt [v] 

HYPHENS EHHNPSY HYPHEN, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation) [v] 

IMPHEES EEHIMPS IMPHEE, African grass [n] 

INPHASE AEHINPS having matching electrical phases [adj] 

JOSEPHS EHJOPSS JOSEPH, woman's long cloak [n] 

KALIPHS AHIKLPS KALIPH, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KLEPHTS EHKLPST KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [n] 

MOPHEAD ADEHMOP person with thick shaggy hair [n -S] 

MORPHED DEHMOPR MORPH, to be transformed [v] 

MORPHIA AHIMOPR morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 

MORPHIC CHIMOPR pertaining to form [adj] 

MORPHIN HIMNOPR morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 
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MORPHOS HMOOPRS MORPHO, tropical butterfly [n] 

NAPHTHA AAHHNPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

NAPHTOL AHLNOPT naphthol (chemical compound) [n -S] 

NEPHEWS EEHNPSW NEPHEW, son of one's brother or sister [n] 

NEPHRIC CEHINPR renal (pertaining to kidneys (bodily organ)) [adj] 

NEPHRON EHNNOPR excretory unit of kidney [n -S] 

NYMPHAE AEHMNPY NYMPHA, fold of vulva [n] 

NYMPHAL AHLMNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

NYMPHED DEHMNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

NYMPHET EHMNPTY young nymph [n -S] 

NYMPHOS HMNOPSY NYMPHO, woman obsessed by sexual desire [n] 

OOPHYTE EHOOPTY  stage of development in certain plants [n -S] 

OPHITES EHIOPST OPHITE, green mottled igneous rock [n] 

OPHITIC CHIIOPT OPHITE, green mottled igneous rock [adj] 

ORPHANS AHNOPRS ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

ORPHISM HIMOPRS style of art [n -S] 

ORPHREY EHOPRRY ornamental band or border [n -S] 

OXYPHIL HILOPXY oxyphile (organism that thrives in relatively acid environment) [n -S] 

PAPHIAN AAHINPP prostitute [n -S] 

PARAPHS AAHPPRS PARAPH, flourish at end of signature [n] 

PEMPHIX EHIMPPX skin disease [n -ES] 

PROPHET EHOPPRT one who predicts [n -S] 

RALPHED ADEHLPR RALPH, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

RAPHIAS AAHIPRS RAPHIA, raffia (palm tree) [n] 

RAPHIDE ADEHIPR needle-shaped crystal occurring in plant cells [n -S] 

RHAPHAE AAEHHPR RHAPHE, raphe (seamlike ridge between two halves of organ or part) [n] 

RHAPHES AEHHPRS RHAPHE, raphe (seamlike ridge between two halves of organ or part) [n] 

SAPHEAD AADEHPS foolish, stupid, or gullible person [n -S] 

SAPHENA AAEHNPS vein of leg [n -E, -S] 

SAPPHIC ACHIPPS type of verse form [n -S] 

SCARPHS ACHPRSS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

SCYPHUS CHPSSUY Greek cup with two handles [n -HI] 

SERAPHS AEHPRSS SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] 

SHOPHAR AHHOPRS shofar (ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals) [n -S, -HROTH] 

SIPHONS HINOPSS SIPHON, to draw off through siphon (type of tube) [v] 

SKYPHOS HKOPSSY drinking vessel used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

SOPHIES EHIOPSS SOPHY, ruler of Persia [n] 

SOPHISM HIMOPSS plausible but fallacious argument [n -S] 

SOPHIST HIOPSST one that uses sophisms [n -S] 

SPHENES EEHNPSS SPHENE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

SPHENIC CEHINPS shaped like wedge [adj] 

SPHERAL AEHLPRS of, pertaining to, or having form of sphere [adj] 

SPHERED DEEHPRS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPHERES EEHPRSS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPHERIC CEHIPRS spheral (of, pertaining to, or having form of sphere) [adj] 

STROPHE EHOPRST part of ancient Greek choral ode [n -S]  
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SULPHAS AHLPSSU SULPHA, sulfa (bacteria-inhibiting drug) [n] 

SULPHID DHILPSU sulfide (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHUR HLPRSUU to sulfur (to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SYLPHIC CHILPSY SYLPH, slender, graceful girl or woman [adj] 

SYLPHID DHILPSY young sylph [n -S] 

SYPHERS EHPRSSY SYPHER, to overlap so as to make even surface, as beveled plank edges [v] 

SYPHONS HNOPSSY SYPHON, to siphon (to draw off through siphon (type of tube)) [v] 

SYRPHID DHIPRSY winged insect [n -S] 

TAPHOLE AEHLOPT hole in blast furnace [n -S] 

TELPHER EEHLPRT to transport by system of aerial cable cars [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TEPHRAS AEHPRST TEPHRA, solid material ejected from volcano [n] 

TROPHIC CHIOPRT pertaining to nutrition [adj] 

TYPHOID DHIOPTY infectious disease [n -S] 

TYPHONS HNOPSTY TYPHON, type of signal horn [n] 

TYPHOON HNOOPTY tropical hurricane [n -S] 

TYPHOSE EHOPSTY pertaining to typhoid (infectious disease) [adj] 

TYPHOUS HOPSTUY TYPHUS, infectious disease [adj] 

UPHEAPS AEHPPSU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPHEAVE AEEHPUV to heave up [v -D, -HOVE, -VING, -S] 

UPHILLS HILLPSU UPHILL, upward slope [n] 

UPHOARD ADHOPRU to hoard up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPHOLDS DHLOPSU UPHOLD, to hold aloft [v] 

UPHROES EHOPRSU UPHROE, euphroe (device used to adjust shipboard awning) [n] 

XIPHOID DHIIOPX part of sternum [n -S] 

ZEPHYRS EHPRSYZ ZEPHYR, gentle breeze [n] 

 

7s end -PH 

BIMORPH BHIMOPR device consisting of two crystals cemented together [n -S] 

DIGRAPH ADGHIPR pair of letters representing single speech sound [n -S] 

DIMORPH DHIMOPR either of two distinct forms [n -S] 

EPITAPH AEHIPPT inscription on tomb [n -S] 

GALUMPH AGHLMPU to move clumsily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARUMPH AHHMPRU to harrumph (to make guttural sound) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MEGILPH EGHILMP megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n -S] 

TRIUMPH HIMPRTU to be victorious [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHOOMPH HHMOOPW whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start PH- 

PHALANGE AAEGHLNP any bone of finger or toe [n -S] 

PHALLISM AHILLMPS worship of phallus as symbolic of nature's creative power [n -S] 

PHALLIST AHILLPST one who practices phallism (worship of phallus as symbolic of nature's creative power) [n -S] 

PHANTASM AAHMNPST creation of imagination [n -S] 

PHANTAST AAHNPSTT fantast (impractical person) [n -S] 

PHANTASY AAHNPSTY to fantasy (to imagine (to form mental picture of)) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 
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PHARISEE AEEHIPRS hypocritically self-righteous person [n -S] 

PHARMACY AACHMPRY drugstore [n -CIES] 

PHARMING AGHIMNPR production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [n -S] 

PHAROSES AEHOPRSS PHAROS, lighthouse or beacon to guide seamen [n] 

PHASEOUT AEHOPSTU gradual stopping of operations [n -S] 

PHATTEST AEHPSTTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

PHEASANT AAEHNPST large, long-tailed bird [n -S] 

PHELONIA AEHILNOP liturgical vestments [n PHELONIA] 

PHENAZIN AEHINNPZ chemical compound [n -S] 

PHENETIC CEEHINPT pertaining to type of classificatory system [adj] 

PHENETOL EEHLNOPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

PHENIXES EEHINPSX PHENIX, phoenix (mythical bird) [n] 

PHENOLIC CEHILNOP synthetic resin [n -S] 

PHENYLIC CEHILNPY PHENYL, univalent chemical radical [adj] 

PHERESIS EEHIPRSS withdrawal of blood from donor, removing some components, and returning remaining blood to donor [n -SES] 

PHILABEG ABEGHILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PHILIBEG BEGHIILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PHILOMEL EHILLMOP songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

PHILTRUM HILMPRTU indentation between upper lip and nose [n -RA] 

PHIMOSIS HIIMOPSS abnormal constriction of opening of prepuce [n -SES] 

PHIMOTIC CHIIMOPT PHIMOSIS, abnormal constriction of opening of prepuce [adj] 

PHISHING GHHIINPS practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [n -S] / PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHONEMIC CEHIMNOP PHONEME, unit of speech [adj] 

PHONETIC CEHINOPT pertaining to speech sounds [adj] 

PHONEYED DEEHNOPY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

PHONIEST EHINOPST PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

PHONYING GHINNOPY PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PHORETIC CEHIOPRT PHORESY, symbiotic relationship between some arthropods and fishes [adj] 

PHORONID DHINOOPR wormlike marine animal [n -S] 

PHOSGENE EEGHNOPS poisonous gas [n -S] 

PHOSPHID DHHIOPPS chemical compound [n -S] 

PHOSPHIN HHINOPPS poisonous gas [n -S] 

PHOSPHOR HHOOPPRS substance that will emit light when exposed to radiation [n -S] 

PHOTOING GHINOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v] 

PHOTOMAP AHMOOPPT to map by means of aerial photography [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PHOTONIC CHINOOPT PHOTON, elementary particle [adj] 

PHOTOPIA AHIOOPPT vision in bright light [n -S] 

PHOTOPIC CHIOOPPT PHOTOPIA, vision in bright light [adj] 

PHOTOSET EHOOPSTT to prepare for printing by photographic means [v PHOTOSET, -TTING, -S] 

PHRASING AGHINPRS manner or style of verbal expression [n -S] / PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

PHRATRAL AAHLPRRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

PHRATRIC ACHIPRRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

PHREAKED ADEEHKPR PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls [v] 

PHREAKER AEEHKPRR one that phreaks (to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls) [n -S] 

PHREATIC ACEHIPRT pertaining to underground waters [adj] 

PHTHALIC ACHHILPT pertaining to certain acid [adj] 
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PHTHALIN AHHILNPT chemical compound [n -S] 

PHTHISIC CHHIIPST phthisis (disease of lungs) [n -S] 

PHTHISIS HHIIPSST disease of lungs [n -SES] 

PHYLAXIS AHILPSXY inhibiting of infection by body [n -ES] 

PHYLESIS EHILPSSY course of evolutionary development [n -SES, -ES] 

PHYLETIC CEHILPTY PHYLESIS, course of evolutionary development [adj] 

PHYLLARY AHLLPRYY bract of certain plants [n -RIES] 

PHYLLITE EHILLPTY foliated rock [n -S] 

PHYLLODE DEHLLOPY flattened petiole that serves as leaf [n -S] 

PHYLLOID DHILLOPY leaflike plant part [n -S] 

PHYLLOME EHLLMOPY leaf of plant [n -S] 

PHYSALIS AHILPSSY plant bearing edible yellow fruit [n -ES] 

PHYSICAL ACHILPSY medical examination of body [n -S] 

PHYSIQUE EHIPQSUY form or structure of body [n -S] 

PHYTONIC CHINOPTY PHYTON, structural unit of plant [adj] 

 

8s contain -PH- 

ACALEPHE AACEEHLP acaleph (jellyfish) [n -S] 

AGRAPHIA AAAGHIPR mental disorder marked by inability to write [n -S] 

AGRAPHIC AACGHIPR AGRAPHIA, mental disorder marked by inability to write [adj] 

ALPHABET AABEHLPT to arrange in customary order of letters of language [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALPHOSIS AHILOPSS lack of skin pigmentation [n -ES] 

AMPHIBIA AABHIIMP organisms adapted for life both on land and in water [n AMPHIBIA] 

AMPHIOXI AHIIMOPX lancelets (small marine organism) [n AMPHIOXI] 

AMPHIPOD ADHIMOPP small crustacean [n -S] 

AMPHORAL AAHLMOPR AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [adj] 

ANAPHASE AAAEHNPS stage of mitosis [n -S] 

ANAPHORA AAAHNOPR repetition of word or phrase at beginning of several successive verses or sentences [n -S]  

ANTIPHON AHINNOPT psalm or hymn sung responsively [n -S] 

APHANITE AAEHINPT igneous rock [n -S] 

APHASIAC AAACHIPS one suffering from aphasia [n -S] 

APHELIAN AAEHILNP APHELION, point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [adj] 

APHELION AEHILNOP point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [n -IA, -S] 

APHIDIAN AADHIINP aphid (any of family of small, soft-bodied insects) [n -S] 

APHOLATE AAEHLOPT chemical used to control houseflies [n -S] 

APHONICS ACHINOPS APHONIC, one affected with aphonia [n] 

APHONIES AEHINOPS APHONY, aphonia (loss of voice) [n] 

APHORISE AEHIOPRS to aphorize (to write or speak in aphorisms) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

APHORISM AHIMOPRS brief statement of truth or principle [n -S] 

APHORIST AHIOPRST one that aphorizes (to write or speak in aphorisms) [n -S] 

APHORIZE AEHIOPRZ to write or speak in aphorisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

APHTHOUS AHHOPSTU APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [adj] 

APOPHONY AHNOOPPY ablaut (patterned change in root vowels of verb forms) [n -NIES] 

APOPHYGE AEGHOPPY concave curve in column [n -S] 

ASPHERIC ACEHIPRS varying slightly from exactly spherical shape [adj] 

ASPHODEL ADEHLOPS flowering plant [n -S] 
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ASPHYXIA AAHIPSXY unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen [n -S] 

ATROPHIA AAHIOPRT wasting away of body or any of its parts [n -S]  

ATROPHIC ACHIOPRT ATROPHIA, wasting away of body or any of its parts [adj] 

BASOPHIL ABHILOPS type of cell [n -S] 

BIPHASIC ABCHIIPS having two phases [adj] 

BIPHENYL BEHILNPY hydrocarbon [n -S] 

CALIPHAL AACHILLP CALIPH, Muslim leader [adj] 

CAMPHENE ACEEHMNP camphine (explosive liquid) [n -S] 

CAMPHINE ACEHIMNP explosive liquid [n -S] 

CAMPHIRE ACEHIMPR flowering plant [n -S] 

CANEPHOR ACEHNOPR Greek maiden bearing basket on her head [n -S] 

CEPHALAD AACDEHLP toward head [adv] 

CEPHALIC ACCEHILP pertaining to head [adj] 

CEPHALIN ACEHILNP bodily chemical [n -S] 

CIPHERED CDEEHIPR CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

CIPHERER CEEHIPRR one that ciphers (to solve problems in arithmetic) [n -S] 

COLOPHON CHLNOOOP inscription placed at end of book [n -S] 

CORYPHEE CEEHOPRY ballet dancer [n -S] 

CYPHERED CDEEHPRY CYPHER, to cipher (to solve problems in arithmetic) [v] 

DAUPHINE ADEHINPU wife of dauphin [n -S] 

DECIPHER CDEEHIPR to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIAPHONE ADEHINOP low-pitched foghorn [n -S] 

DIAPHONY ADHINOPY organum (organon (system of rules for scientific investigation)) [n -NIES] 

DIPHASIC ACDHIIPS diphase (having two phases) [adj] 

DIPHENYL DEHILNPY biphenyl (hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

DROPHEAD ADDEHOPR convertible car [n -S] 

EARPHONE AEEHNOPR listening device worn over ear [n -S] 

ELAPHINE AEEHILNP pertaining to genus of deer [adj] 

ELEPHANT AEEHLNPT large mammal [n -S] 

EMPHASIS AEHIMPSS special significance imparted to something [n -SES] 

EMPHATIC ACEHIMPT strongly expressive [adj] 

ENCIPHER CEEHINPR to write in characters of hidden meaning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENOPHILE EEHILNOP oenophile (lover or connoisseur of wine) [n -S] 

ENSPHERE EEEHNPRS to enclose in sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

EPHEDRIN DEEHINPR alkaloid used to treat allergies [n -S] 

EPHEMERA AEEEHMPR something of very short life or duration [n -E, -S] 

EPHORATE AEEHOPRT office of ephor [n -S] 

EPIPHANY AEHINPPY appearance of deity [n -NIES] 

EPIPHYTE EEHIPPTY plant growing upon another plant [n -S] 

ESOPHAGI AEGHIOPS tubes connecting mouth to stomach [n ESOPHAGI] 

ETHEPHON EEHHNOPT synthetic plant growth regulator [n -S] 

EUPHENIC CEEHINPU dealing with biological improvement [adj] 

EUPHONIC CEHINOPU EUPHONY, pleasant sound [adj] 

EUPHORIA AEHIOPRU feeling of well-being [n -S] 

EUPHORIC CEHIOPRU EUPHORIA, feeling of well-being [adj] 

EUPHOTIC CEHIOPTU pertaining to upper layer of body of water [adj] 
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EUPHRASY AEHPRSUY annual herb [n -SIES] 

EUPHUISM EHIMPSUU artificially elegant style of speech or writing [n -S] 

EUPHUIST EHIPSTUU one given to euphuism [n -S] 

EUTROPHY EHOPRTUY healthful nutrition [n -HIES] 

GEOPHAGY AEGGHOPY practice of eating earthy substances [n -GIES] 

GEOPHONE EEGHNOOP device that detects vibrations in earth [n -S] 

GEOPHYTE EEGHOPTY plant having underground buds [n -S] 

GRAPHEME AEEGHMPR unit of writing system [n -S] 

GRAPHENE AEEGHNPR sheet of carbon atoms [n -S] 

GRAPHING AGGHINPR GRAPH, to represent by means of diagram [v] 

GRAPHITE AEGHIPRT variety of carbon [n -S] 

GRUMPHIE EGHIMPRU pig [n -S] 

HAPHTARA AAAHHPRT biblical selection [n -S, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HUMPHING GHHIMNPU HUMPH, to utter grunt [v] 

HYPHEMIA AEHHIMPY deficiency of blood [n -S] 

HYPHENED DEEHHNPY HYPHEN, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation) [v] 

HYPHENIC CEHHINPY HYPHEN, to connect words or syllables with hyphen (mark of punctuation) [adj] 

INSPHERE EEHINPRS to ensphere (to enclose in sphere) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

IODOPHOR DHIOOOPR iodine compound [n -S] 

ISOPHOTE EHIOOPST curve on chart joining points of equal light intensity [n -S] 

KEPHALIN AEHIKLNP cephalin (bodily chemical) [n -S] 

KLEPHTIC CEHIKLPT KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [adj] 

KYPHOSIS HIKOPSSY abnormal curvature of spine [n -SES] 

KYPHOTIC CHIKOPTY KYPHOSIS, abnormal curvature of spine [adj] 

LOOPHOLE EHLLOOOP to make small openings in [v -D, -LING, -S] 

LYMPHOID DHILMOPY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYMPHOMA AHLMMOPY type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

LYMPHOUS HLMOPSUY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYOPHILE EHILLOPY pertaining to type of colloid [adj] 

MEPHITIC CEHIIMPT MEPHITIS, offensive odor [adj] 

MEPHITIS EHIIMPST offensive odor [n -ES] 

MESOPHYL EHLMOPSY soft tissue of leaf [n -S] 

METAPHOR AEHMOPRT type of figure of speech [n -S] 

MORPHEME EEHMMOPR linguistic unit [n -S] 

MORPHINE EHIMNOPR narcotic alkaloid [n -S] 

MORPHING GHIMNOPR transformation of one form into another [n -S] / MORPH, to be transformed [v] 

MURPHIES EHIMPRSU MURPHY, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 

NAPHTHOL AHHLNOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

NAPHTHYL AHHLNPTY radical derived from naphthalene [n -S] 

NEOPHYTE EEHNOPTY novice (person new to any field or activity) [n -S] 

NEPHRISM EHIMNPRS ill health caused by kidney disease [n -S] 

NEPHRITE EEHINPRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

NYMPHEAN AEHMNNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

NYMPHING GHIMNNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

OMOPHAGY AGHMOOPY eating of raw flesh [n -GIES] 

OMPHALOS AHLMOOPS navel (depression in abdomen) [n -LI, -OI, -ES] 
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OOPHYTIC CHIOOPTY OOPHYTE, stage of development in certain plants [adj] 

OOSPHERE EEHOOPRS unfertilized egg within oogonium [n -S] 

OPHIDIAN ADHIINOP snake [n -S] 

ORPHANED ADEHNOPR ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

ORPHICAL ACHILOPR orphic (mystical (spiritually significant or symbolic)) [adj] 

OXYPHILE EHILOPXY organism that thrives in relatively acid environment [n -S] 

PAMPHLET AEHLMPPT to distribute pamphlets (small informative leaflets or booklets) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANSOPHY AHNOPPSY universal knowledge [n -HIES] 

PEEPHOLE EEEHLOPP small opening through which one may look [n -S] 

PEMPHIGI EGHIIMPP PEMPHIGUS [n] 

PHOSPHIN HHINOPPS poisonous gas [n -S] 

PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES] 

PROPHAGE AEGHOPPR form of virus [n -S] 

PROPHASE AEHOPPRS first stage in mitosis [n -S] 

PROPHECY CEHOPPRY prediction [n -CIES] 

PROPHESY EHOPPRSY to predict (to tell of or about in advance) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PSEPHITE EEHIPPST rock composed of small pebbles [n -S] 

RALPHING AGHILNPR RALPH, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

REAPHOOK AEHKOOPR implement used in reaping [n -S] 

REPHRASE AEEHPRRS to phrase again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RHEOPHIL EHHILOPR living in flowing water [adj] 

SAMPHIRE AEHIMPRS European herb [n -S] 

SAPPHIRE AEHIPPRS blue gem [n -S] 

SAPPHISM AHIMPPSS lesbianism [n -S] 

SAPPHIST AHIPPSST lesbian (female homosexual) [n -S] 

SCAPHOID ACDHIOPS bone of wrist [n -S] 

SCARPHED ACDEHPRS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

SCYPHATE ACEHPSTY shaped like cup [adj] 

SERAPHIC ACEHIPRS SERAPH, winged celestial being [adj] 

SERAPHIM AEHIMPRS SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] / seraph (winged celestial being) [n -S] 

SERAPHIN AEHINPRS SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] 

SHEPHERD DEEHHPRS to watch over carefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SIPHONAL AHILNOPS of or pertaining to siphon [adj] 

SIPHONED DEHINOPS SIPHON, to draw off through siphon (type of tube) [v] 

SIPHONIC CHIINOPS siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon) [adj] 

SPHAGNUM AGHMNPSU grayish moss [n -S] 

SPHENOID DEHINOPS bone of skull [n -S] 

SPHERICS CEHIPRSS geometry of figures on surface of sphere [n SPHERICS] 

SPHERIER EEHIPRRS SPHERY, resembling sphere [adj] 

SPHERING EGHINPRS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPHEROID DEHIOPRS type of geometric solid [n -S] 

SPHERULE EEHLPRSU small sphere [n -S] 

SPHINGES EGHINPSS SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPHINGID DGHIINPS hawkmoth (large moth) [n -S] 

SPHINXES EHINPSSX SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPHYGMIC CGHIMPSY SPHYGMUS, pulse [adj] 
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SPHYGMUS GHMPSSUY pulse [n -ES] 

SPHYNXES EHNPSSXY SPHYNX, cat of breed of hairless cats [n] 

STROPHIC CHIOPRST STROPHE, part of ancient Greek choral ode [adj] 

SUBPHASE ABEHPSSU subdivision of phase [n -S] 

SUBPHYLA ABHLPSUY SUBPHYLUM, taxonomic division forming part of phylum [n] / divisions within phylum [n SUBPHYLA] 

SULPHATE AEHLPSTU to sulfate (to treat with sulfuric acid) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SULPHIDE DEHILPSU sulfide (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHITE EHILPSTU sulfite (chemical salt) [n -S] 

SULPHONE EHLNOPSU sulfone (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHURY HLPRSUUY sulfury (resembling sulfur) [adj] 

SYLPHISH HHILPSSY SYLPH, slender, graceful girl or woman [adj] 

SYMPHONY HMNOPSYY orchestral composition [n -NIES] 

SYPHERED DEEHPRSY SYPHER, to overlap so as to make even surface, as beveled plank edges [v] 

SYPHILIS HIILPSSY venereal disease [n -ES] 

SYPHONAL AHLNOPSY siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon) [adj] 

SYPHONED DEHNOPSY SYPHON, to siphon (to draw off through siphon (type of tube)) [v] 

SYPHONIC CHINOPSY siphonic (siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon)) [adj] 

SYRPHIAN AHINPRSY syrphid (winged insect) [n -S] 

TAPHOUSE AEHOPSTU tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n -S] 

TEPHRITE EEHIPRTT volcanic rock [n -S] 

TERAPHIM AEHIMPRT TERAPH, image of Semitic household god [n] 

THIOPHEN EHHINOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

TREPHINE EEHINPRT to operate on with surgical saw [v -D, -NING, -S] 

TRIPHASE AEHIPRST having three phases [adj] 

TROPHIED DEHIOPRT TROPHY, to honor with trophy (symbol of victory) [v] 

TROPHIES EHIOPRST TROPHY, to honor with trophy (symbol of victory) [v] 

TYPHONIC CHINOPTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [adj] 

TYPHUSES EHPSSTUY TYPHUS, infectious disease [n] 

UNSPHERE EEHNPRSU to remove from sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UPHEAPED ADEEHPPU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPHEAVAL AAEHLPUV act of upheaving (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVER AEEHPRUV one that upheaves (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHOLDER DEHLOPRU one that upholds (to hold aloft) [n -S] 

ZOOPHILE EHILOOPZ lover of animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHILY HILOOPYZ love of animals [n -LIES] 

ZOOPHOBE BEHOOOPZ one who fears or hates animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHYTE EHOOPTYZ invertebrate animal [n -S] 

 

8s end -PH 

ANAGLYPH AAGHLNPY type of carved ornament [n -S] 

BIOMORPH BHIMOOPR art form resembling living organism in shape [n -S] 

CENOTAPH ACEHNOPT empty tomb [n -S] 

DIAGRAPH AADGHIPR drawing device [n -S] 

EPIGRAPH AEGHIPPR engraved inscription [n -S] 

HARRUMPH AHHMPRRU to make guttural sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ISOGRAPH AGHIOPRS line on map indicating areas that are linguistically similar [n -S] 
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ISOMORPH HIMOOPRS something similar to something else in form [n -S] 

MYOGRAPH AGHMOPRY instrument for recording muscular contractions [n -S] 

NEOMORPH EHMNOOPR type of biological structure [n -S] 

ODOGRAPH ADGHOOPR odometer (device for measuring distance traveled) [n -S] 

SUBGRAPH ABGHPRSU graph contained within larger graph [n -S] 

TRIGLYPH GHILPRTY architectural ornament [n -S] 

TRIGRAPH AGHIPRRT group of three letters representing one sound [n -S] 

TRIMORPH HIMOPRRT substance existing in three forms [n -S] 

ZOOMORPH HMOOOPRZ something in form of animal [n -S] 

 


